The Smarter Choice is Buteline.

3

PEX - Brass Sliding Sleeve / Crimp Systems
Bulky joints & more parts required - Rings
			
- Brass body
Brass
- Heavy to handle
		
- In contact with water – not hygienic
		
- Not environmentally friendly

VS

Buteline PB Plumbing System
3 Slim-line
		

- One piece fittings with pre-attached
clamp rings

3 Polymer

- Lightweight
- Metal Free
- Environmentally friendly

		

Sliding sleeve – takes longer to connect each joint,
time is money!

3 Quicker to install (clamp system)

Brass crimp – loose rings falling off - costs you time 		
and money

3 Better tooling options: - Cheaper

Pipe flaring tool required = $$$
Sliding tool required for brass sleeves = $$$
Smaller internal bore - poorer flow rates than PB
Rigid coils, watch out for “bird’s nesting”!
Weaker pipe - does not hold as much strength as 			
PB in situations with continuously applied stress.

				
				

- Lighter / more compact
- Great tool for tight areas

3 Stronger pipe and better flow rates, less

material required during manufacturing 		
compared to PEX

3 Stronger pipe - after 10 years’ exposure to 		
continuously applied stress at 70°C, 			
Bute PB pipe retains 40% more strength

3 Flexible pipe in coils, easier to handle

Standard brass fittings range since day one…
Countless copies available in the market with some 		
systems not time proven yet... warranty, liability
support - will these be available in the future?

3 Growing range of innovative fitting solutions

designed to make it easier for you - saves you 		
money!

ISO
9001: 2008
3 Company and product established LIC
since
1980, 		
QEC 20721
Standards Australia
international business, installed around
the
world with a 25 year warranty.

Visit our NEW website www.buteline.com
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Call 1800 146 535 to discuss using
the smarter choice in your next project

